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FR.AI'D ÀND UTSREPRESENTATION I!¡ RELATION TO LEÊTERS
OF æEDIf - ÀN AUSTR.ALIÀN PERSPEEIIVE

DAVID O'BRYEN

lilanager, Legal Division
I{estpac BanJ<ing Corporation, Sydney
LBTTERS OF CREDIT AI{D

LIKE

INSIRT'}TE!{TS

IN ÀUSTR.ALIA

Phíllip Wood, in his book on International Finaneel suggests that
the standby credit probably first appeared on the com¡nercial
scene during the niddle of this century. If this is the case,
the standby credit very guickly travelled to Australia. In
April, 1953 Vfestpac,s solicitors wroLe to the bank (apparently in
response to a guestion on the desirability of such a document as
security) advising that:
"a standby letter of credit is in no ¡naterial manner
dífferent from a guarantee save that a standby letter of
eredit is drawn upon by means of a draft."
This represents a surprisingly concise answer bearing ín
that, in those days, solicitors were paid by the folio.

mind

llith the assistance of 35 years of hindsight, it seems to me that
the only other material differences that rr¡e should be aware of
are that Standby Letters of Credit do not require consideration
and are independent of the underlying transaction.
As has been demonstrated today, this second distinction is of
some significance. I night add that a properly drawn "first
demand" guarantee should also find itself divorced from the
underlying transaction. 2

It is well established in commercial- lega1 circles, that, in the
of US lawyers and institutions at least, US banking law has
universal and worldwide application. The days have long passed
sinee we, as bankers, have guestioned the logic, emanating from
customers seeking surety, of statement to the effect:
minds

"Our US bankers are precluded from giving a guarantee so
they require us to provide them with a standby L/C instead
of a guarantee."

So it has evolved that, in addition to documentary credits,
Australian bankers deal with a variety of other credits all of
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which can be categorised as "standby". 'These standby credits

often take the place of nore traditional products such

as

Accommodation Guarantees, Performance Bonds and Bid Bonds.

r venture to suggest that the problems raised by Professor
Mclaughlin apply egually to such bonds and guarantees although
the specific fact situations giving rise to the dispute and the
preventative measures available nay differ.
REQUIREÞTENTS FOR TNJUNCTTVE

RELrtr

we have been told that US courts are reluctant to grant
injunctions unless the applicant can sho¡¡ that:
absent the injunction, he will be irreparably injured;

and

there is a substantial likelihood that he will prevail

on

the merits.

far as injunctions in this country generally are concernedr3
an interlocutory injunction, at least, will be granted where the
applicant, can show that:
So

. he has a prima facie "."e;4
íf successfuJ-, damages would not provide a sufficient
remedy; and

havíngr regard to the parties' competing interests, an
interlocutory iniunction is appropriate on the balance of
convenience.

Indeed,

Gunmow

J. ín Apri1,

1988

held that:

"The fundamental principle in determining whether to grant

an ínterlocutory injunction, whether prohibitory or
nandatory, is that the court should take whichever course
appears to carry the lower risk of injustice if it should
turn out to be vlrong."5
These tests, I think, are less restrictive than the US situation
and of sone assistance to an aggrieved party to a Letter of
Credit transaction in that an interlocutory injunction is all
that a bona fide applicant would reguíre whilst the substance of
the dispute is Iitigated.
Added to this is the tactical advantage of the ex parte
injunction applied for at the last minute effectively putting the
other party on the back foot pending argument on the merits of
the order at a later date. Ífhilst f digress, it never ceases to
intrigue ne the number of people that find it necessary to apply
for ex parte injunctions against Westpac on a variety of topics
notwithstanding the fact that 90å of the lawyers in Sydney must
walk past our regi-stered office to get to tbe eourt-
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that as it may, it seems to me that the tests to be met for
interlocutory injunction in Èhis country are not as rigorous
in the Uníted States.

Be

an
as

In injunction applications where a bank is rnerely confirming or
negotiating the credit, it will probably be a passive party and
you will typically get no argrument from it - except, of course,
as to costs. Professor Mclaughlinrs conments eoncerning the
possible existence of a duty on a bank to take an active role in
arguing an injunction when the other party is not present is
disturbing although there is some merit in banks argruing for the
efficacy of the systen (ie. to honour the drawing).
JT'RISDTETION OF AUSTR.ãLIåN

COURTS

In cases where there is no choice of 1aw clause in the credit,
the question arises as to whether the Australian court has
jurisdiction to entertain an application for an injunction.
This question was considered by Rogers J. in the Supreme Court of
NSff in Westpac Bankinq Corporation v. Commonwealth Steel
companv. 6
Whilst not exactly Californian in his views on the

court's extraterritorial jurisdiction, his Honour considered it a
valid exercise of his discretj-onary power to order that the
dispute be determined in NSlf.
The facts were refreshingly sirnple for a matter involving a
credit.
Commonwealth Steel had agreed to sel1
certain truck side frames and truck bolsters to a South Carolina
company, National Railway Utilization Corporation. payment was
arranged through a letter of credit issued by the South Carolina
National eank which made the purchase price payable against a
draft and a full set of clean on board ocean bills of lading.
The issuing bank refused to pay on the bill of exchange because
it was apparent from the bill of lading that the goods were not
"shipped on board" at the tine the certificate to that effect was
given. The bill of lading was stamped "shipped on board" at
Newcastle whereas, in fact, the goods ?üere road freighted to
Melbourne and then shipped. The truth is, the buyer decided he
did not want the goods and attempted to cancel the order.
documentary

The dispute on the substantive issue is not relevant to the
discussion at hand but the application by Westpac, the
negotiating bank, for leave to file and serve process on the
South Carolina National Bank is of interest.

on the application by the south carolina Nationar Bank to have
the ex parte order granting leave to file and serve set aside,
Rogers J. held that:
"The whole point of the issue of a letter of credit is to
create a type of currency. It contemplates in its term that
a bill drawn under it may be negotiated. It is part of the
custonary accepted practice of handling letters of credit
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that the bi1ls may be discounted. In other words it must be
expected by the issuing bank that the letter of credit nay
be and is 1ike1y to be acted upon by the drawing of a bill
and its discounting. When and where it occurs is irrelevant
to the issuing bank which has bound itsetf to extend the
credit up to a period of tine certain. T adhere to my
previous opinion that the contract in this natter was nade
in New South Wales ..."7
His Honour went on to say that Nsw !'ras also the more convenient
forum having regard to the issues in díspute and that the south
Carolina National Bank would not be unduly inconvenienced.S
FR.ÁI'D ÀND T,'ISREPNTSENTÀTTON

ÀS À BASIS OF RELTSF IN NEÍI

SOUTH

Í{ALES

We have heard of the reluctance of the courts to upset
comrnercial effícacy of letters of credit by interfering with
payment in other than extre¡ne cases. This desire, and
requirement that the credit be treated separately from

the
the
the
the

underlying transaction is nore or less the present situation in
Australia.
Tn

n

R

a 1975 decision of the
Eguity DÍvision of the Supreme Court of NSW, the question of
false documents presented ¡-¡nder an irrevocable documentary credit
Appointed) v. Bank of New South

Wa1es,

was considered.

The facts of that case lt¡ere, brief 1y, that an irrevocable

docunentary credit was issued in favour of GEc (an erectronics
conpany) by the bank at the reguest of contronic. rhe credit was
in respect of goods to be supplied by GEC to contronic ostensibly
priced at some $8r000. In fact, the arrangenent between
Contronic and GEC was that goods to the value of only $2,000
would be delivered with the balance of the monies (96,000) to be
used to satisfy a debt owed by Contronic to GEC.

Balfour t{illiamson (the second ptaintiff) is a confirming house
and it confirmed the credit under ar¡ arrangenent it had with
contronic. The arrangement $¡as that, upon presentation of the
credit to the bank, the bank would pay and debit Balfour
Irlilliamson's account. Balfour l{ilrÍamson wourd then look to
contronic for payment under its credit arrangements. Balfour
williamson became aware of the scheme prior to the drafts being
presented and brought proceedings to restraín the bank from
paying against the letter of credit and to restrain GEc from
presenting the letter of credit for payment.
Helshan J. was unable to satisfy
fraud on the part of GEC. He said:

himself that there had been

"However, it eould be alleged on the agreed facts that there
was no fraudulent intent on the part of GEC preceding the
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issue of the letter of credit. After all, it wanted paynent
of a debt and was prepared to deliver some more goods to
Contronic if that debt was paid along with paynent for the
goods to be delívered by neans of a lettgr of credit. Ànd
that could not be said to be dishonest."l0
However,

his

Honour went on

to

say:

"But even if there is not fraud sufficient to enable this
Court to stop the third defendant from getting the money' i
believe that the law enables this Court to restrain the
defendant from obtaining payment.
flhatever nay have been the state of mind or inputed state of
¡nind of GEC at various stages of the transaction, the fact
emerges that the documents were false, whatever part [GEC]
played in bringing them into being. lfhether or not there
was any initial fraud, if r night call it that, there are
false documents that have to be used to obtain payment and
they are nov¡ false to the knowledge of GEC. They stere
produced with GEC's connivânce, and brought into existence
to enable the seller of the goods to be paid a sum of money
which it no doubt considers it was entitled to be paid. But
the goods were never delivered as it !{as intended to be
indicated by the docunent, and GEC knows this.

r add to that situation the facts that the drafts have
not been presented for payment, that there is no holder in
due course, and no other party except the beneficiary and
tthel person to whom the letter of credit was issued that
night be affected by any order this Court might take.
Now

It is said that the English law in relation to this topic is
not settled, but it seems to me to be sufficiently settled
to indicated that this Court can and should ¡nake an order
restraining the presentation of the payment against this
letter of credit. "1
1

Then followed a considerati-on of the texts and cases that
Professor Mclaughlin has mentioned.
His Honour appears to rely on the approval given to the Szteinl2
decision in the English case of Discount Records Ltd v. Barclavs
gank r,td13 and concludes by saying:

"In my view the law is perhaps now settled, and in any event
would establish that a seller can be restrained from
presenting a letter of credit for payment or having payment
nade against it in the event that the documents which are
needed to reguire paynent to be made are false to the
knowledge of the seIler."14
With respect to his Honour Mr Justice Helsham, I think his
decision takes us a littIe further than the English line of
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authority although such a progrression ís certainly not a bad
thing. I wonder if his Honour was attempting to ¡nove away from
the concept of fraud, which is notoriously hard to prove, by
substituting the word "false".
So far as standby letters of credit are concerned, the 1985
decision of Yot¡ng J. of the Suprene Court of NSW in Hortico
(Australia) Ptv Ltd v. Enerqv Ecruipnent Co {Australial Ptv ttdß
which concerned a performance guarantee is probably analogous.

rn that decision, a dispute arose under a building eontract and
the contractor sought an interlocutory injunction preventing the
bank from nraking payment under the first de¡nand guarantee pending
resolution of the underlying dispute.
His Honour found that the "guarantee" was more correctly
described as a perfornance bond in that it i¿as an unconditional
promise to pay on demand. He found that the general rule is that

unless fraud is involved, the eourt will not intervene and
thereby disturb the mercantile practice of treating the rights
under such a guarantee as being equivalent to cash in hand. His
Honour added that nothing short of actual fraud would warrant the
court in intervening though it may be that in some eases (though
not in the subject case) the unconscionable conduct may be so
gross as to exercise the discretionary power.

His Honour also touched on a very inportant aspect of standby
credits and that is their unconditional nature. The only reason
they are so widely accepted is that they are "as good as cash"
and to taint them with the underlying dispute renders them
ineffective. This argunent has been given judicíal authority in
the High Court of Ãustralia in Wood Ha l1 rtd v. Pipeline

Authoritv.

16

Perhaps there is a difference, then (in New South Wales, at
least) between a documentary credit and a standby credit. In the
former case, the test for an injunction appears to be fraud or
circu¡nstances where the documents are known to be false. In the
latter, it seems that the test is fraud or "gross uneonscionable
conduct" (whatever that means). r cannot help but think that the

tests are basically the sane with the differences nerely
reflecting the differing uses to which the docunents are put.
I.ÍE.ASI]RES PRESENTLY ÀDOPTED

BY BANKS TO PREVENT

FR.AUD

I should point out that, whilst disputes on credits and the
underlying transactions are fairly cotnmonplace, the incidence of
fraud in this country (in Westpac's experience, at least) is not
great.

receive instructions to advise and perhaps confirm a credit in
one of three vJays:

lrle

1.

by telex;
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2

by mail; and

3

via a SIIIFT *essage.17

telex test key facility and the secure nature of SI{IFT nake
fraud in credits established by these means unlikely and a system
of authorised signatures and other procedures in relation to naíl
instructions render that nethod egually safe.
The

In any event, as ï¡e have seen {aad '*ith the possibJ.e exception of
doeuments enanatíng fron Nigeria), the problen lies not with the
credit itsetf but rather with the <ioeunents tendered to satisfy
the credit or the underlyíng transaction. rn this area' the
banks can only be of llmited use. Banks can, and do, alert their

to the requirements of other countries and assist in
ensuring that the transaction is bona fide and understood.
However, the obligation is really on the customer to prevent
fraud or misunderstandings.
customers

In that regard, there are forv¡arding agents that can assist and
bankers' and trade opinions on the other parties are available.
The "traps for new players" will always be around but they are
usually explained prior to the transaction being entered into.
For example, knowledge of the other party sufficient to know that
he v¡ill look upon the proceeds of a bid bond as his personal fee
for selecting you as the successful tenderer can only be obtaíned
through experience. I think it was Lord Denning who com¡nended
the tactic of loading your priees by 1 0å to cover the inevitable
call under the "suicide" credit.
THE ROLE OT BÀNKS

IN

REFOR!.!

in this area has suggested that the ineidence of
fraud and misrepresentation can be minimised by the banks, for an
increased fee, taking a more active role in the scrutiny of
documents produced under the credit. This extends substantíaIly
the present obligations under Article 17.18
One commentator

Whilst the suggestion of an increased fee has definite
attractions, it must be reme¡nbered that banks deal with
documentary credits by the thousands, freguently at short notice.
For example, it is not unusualr on a day when three or four
vessels leave the port of Sydney, for the branches of some banks
to be confronted, just before tbie close of business, with up to
sixty sets of documents to be negotiated for same day va1ue. A
failure to do so may leave the bank exposed to a c1aím for
interest and, in each case, each of the documents nust be
examined in the light of the relevant bank's internal gruidelines
for checking documents. These checks are to ensure that the
docu¡nents stipulated have been presented and that they are
complete in nu¡nber and consistent with each other.
In these circumstances, if banks were reguired to do rnore than
treat them at face value (for example,

examine the documents and
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if they were expected to examine the documents against a contract
of sale or f.or genuineness) then the payment system could well
grind to a halt.
This is perhaps one of the reasons why the UCP places no further
burden on banks and Australian judicial authority supports
this. 9
1

Without wishing to wash our hands of the problem, it seems to ne
that the banks should ensure that the credit is properly and
validly issued and that the documents presented are regrular on
their face. rt is the obligation of the buyer and seller to
ensure the genuineness and the detail of the deal.
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